See FORM’s recent PUBLICation for more in-depth artist insight with Remed.
2
“Biography,” Remed personal website. http://remed.es/web/biography/

PHIBS
Phibs is one of Australia’s most prolific street artists, with a career spanning 22 years. As with many artists who have honed their talents
on the street, Phibs began his career in his hometown of Sydney by creating characters and ‘bombing’ in the late 1980s. From rudimentary
beginnings, Phibs improved his skills and progressed his content further in the 1990s. In 2000, he moved to Melbourne and began
practicing in the renowned Everfresh Studio with the crew there including Rone and Meggs. Living in and returning to Melbourne so often
has caused the prolific artist’s work to be highly visible in the neighbourhood of Fitzroy, sometimes affectionately referred to as ‘Phibsroy’
Though he attended art school, he prefers to allow his years of experience inform his multi-dimensional practice including sculptural works
as well as works on canvas and walls. A true professional on the street, his well-loved characters are some of the most visible, detailed and
most-documented within the Melbourne and Sydney street art scene. Furthermore, his canvas works have been acquired by the National
Gallery of Australia. Phibs’ practice often blends the urban with the organic, and being largely inspired by nature, his works have spawned
a menagerie of signature characters. His works in Western Australia have been quickly noticed and well-loved, encompassing large
swathes of Perth City as well as some pieces in the Pilbara. It was from a residency he undertook in Port Hedland with FORM in 2013 that
the pieces you can see in the Courthouse Gallery Gardens were created.
‘It felt a little bit like being on Mars,’ says the artist of his experiences in Port Hedland. He was most taken with dusk and the way
the colours of the surrounding landscape reflect the vibrant Pilbara sunsets. Working with the idea that at one point in time the area
surrounding where he painted his murals would have been submerged in water, Phibs used aerosol paint to create a fish out of water,
perhaps lonely, but ultimately reflective of the importance of the marine location to the town.

Originally from Perth, Ryan Boserio is a contemporary artist, illustrator and designer who works in multiple mediums from canvas to film,
on walls and within digital platforms. During their active years, Boserio was a member of the Last Chance Studios artist collective. He has
recently moved to Melbourne which has added increased exposure for his work to a larger audience. His ethereal, far-fetched work has
been commissioned for walls throughout Perth as well as for numerous collaborations with brands such as Converse, Becks, and Absolut.
Recently, the Boserio along with the other Last Chance Studios artists came together to create two large-scale collaborations as part of
FORM’s PUBLIC: Art in the City program. However, his original engagement with FORM involved a commission with Tim Rollin in 2011 to
produce a mural as an extension of the Port Hedland Courthouse Gallery’s Exhibition Program.
The collaboration can be found on the Edgar Street entrance to the Courthouse Gallery. The artists travelled to the Pilbara in 2011. After
exploring Port Hedland and the surrounding areas, the resulting artwork draws from the green and yellow hues of the Pilbara terrain, while
simultaneously referencing the region’s prominent industry.

TIM ROLLIN
For the past few years, Tim Rollin, an original member of the Last Chance Studios artist collective, has been painting the streets of
Melbourne with gusto since moving from Perth. He is a contemporary artist who has placed many of his signature characters throughout
much of the Australian urban landscapes. He has shown his work in exhibitions throughout Perth, Sydney and Melbourne.
The imagery of Rollin’s work cleverly mixes the themes of social issues with counter culture and childhood nostalgia. The walls he paints
take inspiration from their surrounding urban environments as well as the artist’s personal opinions in order to create illustrative metaphors
for ideas and concepts important to Rollin.
The work he created in Port Hedland in collaboration with his self-styled “art bro,” Ryan Boserio, can be found at the Courthouse Gallery.
Recently, Rollin also worked on some collaborative pieces in Perth with all former members of Last Chance Studios as part of PUBLIC: Art in
the City.

EVER
Argentinean artist, Ever, has been painting on the streets of Buenos Aires since he was a teenager. His initial style appeared in letter-based
form reflecting his youth and the hip-hop culture on which he focused. After an inspirational trip to Paris in the early 2000s where he
began to refine his work, Ever met fellow Argentinean painter, Jaz. The pair began to share a studio in 2003, and this meeting helped Ever’s
practice develop into the sophisticated, inspiring pieces that are now being produced on walls and in gallery exhibitions worldwide.
For PUBLIC, the artist became deeply involved in all aspects of the program. While in the city, not only did Ever collaborate on an inspiring
mural in the West Leederville Train Station underpass with American artist and PUBLIC participant, Gaia, but he also produced a highly
visible piece on a Central TAFE building in Northbridge. Furthermore, he and Gaia held a techniques workshop with local students upon
their completion of the high-traffic West Leederville mural collaboration. While in the Pilbara, he spent and extended stay learning from
and interacting with the Spinifex Hill Studio artists as well as working on a beautiful mural collaboration at the old Roebourne airport with
French artist, Remed.
The collaborative Remed/Ever piece which encompasses a building that is part of the now non-operational Roebourne Airport is entitled
Maani Guri Nurah – a detailed description of which can be found in the artist, Remed’s, profile

2501
The Italian artist 2501 hails from Milan, via São Paulo (his self-professed ‘second hometown’), and has a background in the sciences
and filmmaking. 2501’s participation in PUBLIC saw a continuation of his ongoing project titled ‘Nomadic Experiments,’ which explores
restlessness and the rupture of daily routines. Here in Western Australia, he created works on a large-scale that not only complement their
architectural surroundings, but also explore some of the important social contexts of the state.
Participating in both PUBLIC: Art in the City and PUBLIC: Art in the Pilbara, 2501 painted multiple works while visiting Western Australia.
His pieces can be found at the 100 Hampton Road Foundation Housing building in Fremantle and in the heart of Northbridge at Washing
Lane. His work in the Pilbara can be found on walls in South Hedland. All three works display his signature style: black and white
undulating lines that fold together to create visually striking works that invite the viewer in for a closer look. The Pilbara piece sits
alongside a small symbolic artwork by Puerto Rican artist, Alexis Diaz, as well as small works by Remed and ROA depending on the angle
of the viewer. 2501’s walls draw the eyes from the landscape to the abandoned structure and then back out to the land, and his signature
black and white style contrasts strikingly with the rich colours of the surrounding Pilbara landscape.

KYLE HUGHES-ODGERS
Kyle Hughes-Odgers is a visual artist from Perth. Formerly known as Creepy, he has exhibited and created artwork throughout Australia
and internationally in North America, Europe and Asia for nearly a decade. He often reflects that he is glad to be lucky enough to maintain
a practice in his hometown rather than needing to move to a bigger city for more opportunities. Recently, Hughes-Odgers has completed
multiple major public art commissions including Perth International Airport (2014), Murdoch University (2010), The Perth Cultural Centre
(2012), DMG Architects stainless steel screen (2013), and ‘The Giants View,’ 50 Oxford Close, West Leederville (2014). His work has been
featured in various publications such as Street Art New York and Kingbrown magazine and circulated widely online through artist features,
films, and interviews. In addition, Kyle Hughes-Odgers and Meg Mckinlay (author) won the 2013 SCBWI Crystal Kite Award for their
collaborative children’s book Ten Tiny Things.
Kyle’s work in the Port Hedland can be found in the West End. In 2012, FORM commissioned Hughes-Odgers to add his artistic touch to the
ongoing development in the Wedge Street precinct with an accompanying mural on Glass Lane, as well display his work in a solo exhibition
We Will Know When We Are Home held at the Port Hedland Courthouse Gallery. These artworks took on the form of some of his instantly
recognisable and highly sought after characters, adding Port Hedland to the well-loved and charming world of Hughes-Odgers.

PIXEL PANCHO
Italian artist Pixel Pancho bases his art practice from his hometown of Torino. From here he has been commissioned to paint public spaces
with his ‘anatomical street robots’ extensively throughout Europe, North America and Latin America. He is extremely prolific and works
in various mediums from walls and tiles to stickers and found objects, as well as welding to create sculptural works. Pixel cites classical
painters, 1950s film posters, human (and android) anatomy and fellow street artist Vhils as some of the main influences on his artwork. He
also places great importance on the capacity for communication and connection through the internet and globalism as a vital aspect of
producing work and gaining visibility and connectivity as an artist.
Spending his first time in Australia, Pixel Pancho painted multiple pieces as part of PUBLIC, extending across the breadth of the program
and Western Australian walls. His work in the Pilbara utilises the typical blend of human and robot forms to create a piece echoing land use
in the Pilbara and the landscape around the abandoned structure on which he painted. Pixel’s dejected robot head contrasts sharply with
the animal painted by ROA on an adjacent wall. Furthermore, upon returning to Perth from the Pilbara, the experience was so inspirational
that he was led to create a final mural entitled The Future Iron Train in Wolf Lane entirely echoing his reflections on the remarkable Pilbara
landscape.

ASTONISHINGPILBARA:

An unlikely urban art hideout

Beginning in 2011 with the first collaboration by local Western
Australian collective Last Chance Studios, the Pilbara has played
host to world-class artists making their mark on the visual
landscape. Since 2011, FORM has consistently encouraged urban
artists to take up residencies and learn about the distinctive area.
The inspirational surroundings and unique beauty of the Pilbara
region offer unparalleled inspiration and a breathtaking, unlikely
backdrop for some of the world’s greatest urban artists.

From local Western Australian artists to world-renowned
professional muralists, Port Hedland has increasingly become
an unlikely escape for these artists to create work which
often celebrates the unused spaces and wide expanses that
characterise the Pilbara. Focusing initially on the Wedge Street
area with the Courthouse Gallery and surrounding gardens you
can experience an easily walkable ‘urban gallery.’ Emanating out
for kilometres, you can explore these impressive Pilbara artworks
for yourself! Take a map, plan an adventure, and seek out all the
secret works of this improbable and remote urban art oasis.

This map is version two of the Pilbara Street Art Guide. More
artworks by a range of local and international artists are going
to be added very soon, so make sure to stay tuned for a newer
version of the map to be updated as things progress. As the
nature of street art is momentary we cannot guarantee that all
artworks will remain able to be found and explored. However,
make sure to look out for the impactful new artworks in the
Pilbara – an unlikely urban art hideout in Western Australia’s
North West.

***Please note that some of these artworks are ‘off the beaten path.’ Proceed with caution

when searching for and accessing some of these sites.***

AUGUST2014URBANARTPROGRAM

Coming to Port Hedland during August are three
moving and diverse artists. Keep an eye out for the
artists at work!

Mexican artist, Saner, is visiting Australia for the first
time. He is bringing his lively and humorous masked
characters influenced by Mexican folklore and customs
to the Pilbara. Don’t miss the chance to see him in
action during the North West Festival this August!

Fremantle-based artist Amok Island is returning to Port
Hedland during the North West Festival. A portion of
the Police Station will be transformed and come alive
with a vibrant and graphic new work spurred by Amok
Island’s fascination with underwater photography.

Western Australian artist and graphic designer, Andrew
Frazer, will be giving a makeover to the Wedge Street
Coffee Shop updating the interior and exterior with his
detailed and animated painting and design. Make sure
to stop by for a coffee and see Frazer’s striking new
vision for this popular Wedge Street lunch spot.

T: +61 8 9226 2799
E: mail@form.net.au

Remed created a sketch animation that was shown intermittently during PUBLIC as a projection installation. However, it was the trip to the
Pilbara that defined Remed’s participation in PUBLIC. He credits the powerful experience while in the Pilbara learning about Indigenous
communities with inspiring the powerfully moving artwork on an abandoned building in Roebourne. Working with him on the buildingencompassing piece Maani Guri Nurah, was Argentinean artist Ever whose lunar phase/female faces reflected the importance of the moon
in this piece. Swimming and painting simultaneously until the structure was covered with this work, Remed took inspiration from the stories
and lessons through daily conversations with Ngarluma man, Keith Churnside.

RYAN BOSERIO

His very graphic style is both refined and distilled. His hand-pulled silk screen prints and brightly coloured murals are instantly
recognisable, very playful, and highly sought after. His first piece in Port Hedland, commissioned by FORM in 2013, resulted in a graphic
entrance statement for the Courthouse Gallery. Using acrylics, brushes, and rollers, Amok’s work merges the Pilbara’s colours and
resonates with subtle references to Indigenous artists. He then returned later that year to produce another piece on the grounds of the
Courthouse Gallery. A new piece by Amok Island will be added to the Port Hedland scenery very soon so stay tuned for the next edition of
the ever-evolving street art destination of regional Australia.

FORMWA #PUBLICPERTH

French artist Remed, now based in Madrid ‘make[s] rhymes with colors, shapes and sounds to express emotion, feeling, or the evolution of
thought. [He] paints as you write a diary, a notebook of inventions, or philosophical essai [sic]. Art is for [him] the sincere blend of science
and Soul2.’ He has been painting for public consumption steadily for nearly a decade and his work is highly regarded throughout the
public art community. He originally came to mural painting through his desire to exhibit his highly polished work to a larger audience.
Steadily, he has refined his large-scale work, working from the understanding that general viewers on the street do not give time to find
meaning in his work the way they might do in a gallery. Flowing, graphic and highly researched, Remed’s work endeavours to evoke the
nature, history, and philosophy of each location’s surrounding environment, so as to fully communicate place- specific messages.

Diaz employs a meticulous, time-intensive technique based almost entirely on simple crosshatch using a small paintbrush, resulting
in pieces resembling large-scale intricate engravings of folkloric animals that would be equally at home in a fine art gallery. With the
increasing demand and interest in street and urban artists, unique approaches like Diaz’s suggest the evolving nature of fine art/urban art
practices. The small, symbolic hand he painted on a concrete structure in the Pilbara is framed by the black and white lines of 2501’s work.
It was from his own penchant for old keys, conversations with and glimpsing a tattoo on the Italian artist 2501, that Diaz decided to paint the
hand with a keyhole, an image he suggests carries elements of religious symbolism.

FORM
357 Murray Street
Perth Western Australia 6000

REMED

Hayley Welsh has established herself as emerging talent in the Western Australian art scene, having made the move to Australia from the UK
in 2009. In 2010, she won the award for “Best Artwork for Artist under 25” at the Hedland Art Awards. She has exhibited in the UK, Australia,
and North America and has recently been featured in the Western Australia Art Journal (July 2014). Most recently, she travelled from coast
to coast in the United States collecting found objects on which to apply her surreal, wide-eyed illustrations as part of her ‘USA Project,’
finishing with an exhibition of these works at Culturefix Gallery in New York.

PUBLIC.FORM.NET.AU

ROA has worked in Western Australia before, creating a solo exhibition at the FORM gallery in 2011 in addition to painting walls in
Fremantle, West Perth, and Midland as well as on abandoned structures strewn throughout the Pilbara landscape. As a giant of the street-art
world, his participation in PUBLIC was an essential aspect of the program’s accomplishments. He painted the largest wall of the festival on
a seven-storey structure in the heart of Perth City. He then went on to paint a smaller piece on a small concrete structure in collaboration
with 2501, Alexis Diaz, Pixel Pancho and Remed in South Hedland. The piece depicts a lifelike echidna and stands as a reminder to all of
the diverse and wide-ranging wildlife species found in the area. It also provides a contrast with the mechanical and anatomical discarded
robot head painted by Pixel Pancho on an adjacent wall.
1
“Exclusive Interview with ROA.” Hi-Fructose Magazine blog, http://hifructose.com/2012/09/07/exclusive-interview-with-roa/

HAYLEY WELSH

Amok Island originates from Amsterdam and his practice spans both fine art and design. He spent more than a decade painting in
Amsterdam before embarking on travels across the Asian continent which eventually led him to Perth. He is a self-taught and selfemployed art practitioner whose work reflects his fascination with the natural world. With a penchant for underwater photography, the
artist’s work often focuses on marine life, aquatic themes, and aerial landscape views. One of his most remarkable recent series is the
large concrete letters (spelling out ‘A M O K’) he submerged in various underwater locations throughout Perth, capturing the sculptures’
submersion and incorporation in to their marine environments over the period of year.

T: +61 8 9173 1711
E: info@visitporthedland.com

Modern-day urban naturalist ROA has been painting his large-scale depictions of animals on public walls for more than a decade. His
lifelike creatures are in such high demand that the artist is commissioned to travel the globe creating work in countries as diverse as The
Gambia, Cambodia, Russia and Brazil. His exhibition work, which is completely site-specific, is informed by the found objects he sources
from each location, and is in equally high demand. The artist’s main body of work focuses on documenting the native fauna of the places he
visits, re-establishing them within the habitats they may have lost due to urban expansion. It is his intention for his work to “be engaging
enough to let people look into those animals and inspire them to be creative, or to get involved with our globe, or just take a look at it1,”

AMOK ISLAND

Hailing from the island of Puerto Rico, Diaz was one half of famed duo, La Pandilla, or ‘the gang,’ until striking out on his own. He is
known for his intricate fantastical animals akin to the mythological creatures, often carried out in monochromatic black and white over
a subtle wash of colour gradient. Diaz also organises an international urban art festival on his home island in conjunction with the local
Contemporary Art Museum (El Museo de Arte Contemporaneo de Puerto Rico) called Los Muros Hablan or ‘the walls talk.’ His festival has
put Puerto Rico on the radar for many urban artists travelling nearby, including Argentinean participants of PUBLIC – Ever and Jaz.

Port Hedland Visitors Centre
13 Wedge St
Port Hedland WA 6721
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Employing aspects of scientific and natural history illustration, Hayley’s focus displays a technical approach, mixed with humour often
referencing forlorn memories and childhood nostalgia. Though the pieces are often light-hearted, the artist professes that they can often
come from a darker and more complex personal place.
Welsh first came to the attention of FORM in the 2010 Hedland Art Awards where she was engaged for a residency in Port Hedland and
working with local students while creating for a solo exhibition, Nest Making, in the Port Hedland Courthouse Gallery. Of this experience
she proclaims, ‘There’s a rawness and vibrance from the red dust that cannot be found anywhere else, and to have the chance to work up
in that special part of the world again, to give back to the community a permanent art installation, was an amazing experience and a real
highlight in my artistic career.’ Welsh’s piece can be found at an entry to the Courthouse Gallery.

THE YOK AND SHERYO
The Yok (Perth) and Sheryo (Singapore) have been developing a collaborative practice for the last few years. Basing their practice in
New York, the pair have travelled extensively painting commissions, publishing magazines, and participating in artistic residences. Most
recently, the Yok and Sheryo completed a residency in Yogyakarta, Indonesia learning techniques from traditional Batik fabricators that
increasingly inform their own contemporary works in textiles. These textiles, along with prints, canvas works, and hand-painted ceramics
produced in a village in Northern Vietnam informed much of their recent exhibition, Nasty Goreng, at Turner Galleries in Northbridge.
Although the Yok And Sheryo are perhaps currently known as a collaboration, they continue to maintain individual practices. Singaporean
Sheryo’s highly recognisable, ‘imperfect gnarly characters that are calming to disoriented souls,’ can be found adorning walls throughout
Asia, North America, Europe and Australia. The Yok, co-founder of Kingbrown magazine, creates his fantastical moustachioed characters
around the world stating that, ‘if the artwork produced by [himself] ever came to life, it would be a fantastic army of eccentric, moustached,
bike riding Gargoyle-esque creatures who may or may not have connections with Australian bushrangers.’
The duo not only participated in PUBLIC: Art in the City, but also PUBLIC: Art in the Pilbara. As part of the ongoing Wedge Street
development, The Yok and Sheryo left their mark in the form of their signature stylised characters. As the pair have been painting animals
from places they’ve visited, the Thorny Devil shows off their typically limited colour palette and wild imaginations, while referencing a
much-loved native Western Australian lizard.

PHLEGM
Welsh-born, London-based artist Phlegm views himself as a self-publishing underground cartoonist. He has been commissioned to paint
murals throughout the UK, Europe, US, and now also Australasia. Rather than display his work in traditional gallery spaces, the artist prefers
the ephemeral nature that painting public walls provides, as well as the individual control and earnest nature that self-publishing his handdrawn comics offers. However, he has created a recent site-specific gallery show, ‘The Bestiary,’ at the Howard Griffith gallery in London in
which he completely fit the space with a walkthrough labyrinth of paintings, structures, walls, and three-dimensional art pieces. The show
represents a more condensed and hands-on view of his well-loved cast of characters from his comic book series. The main influences for
Phlegm are the likes of posthumous artists Charles Dellschau and Henry Darger who created their own extensive surrealistic worlds3 .
Since his beginnings painting murals on abandoned buildings and transient objects in Sheffield, Phlegm’s intricately detailed characters,
animals and fantastical scenes have been in increasingly high demand. Phlegm’s residency in Western Australia for PUBLIC 2014 saw him
paint on a large-scale: in Perth, at the highly visible Murray Street Car Park location, as well as in the Pilbara, on an abandoned building in
Port Hedland which is reminiscent of his muralistic beginnings in Sheffield. This connection can be taken further in that both Sheffield and
the Pilbara region have mining (iron/steel and iron ore, respectively) at the source of their regional economies past and present. Phlegm
jumped at the opportunity this abandoned building in Port Hedland provided to get back to his roots as a mural artist in Sheffield’s old
mining and warehouse areas.
3
“Phlegm.” Indigits design blog, http://www.indigits.net/a8/phlegm/
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